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Navigation shall maintain a 2:00 pm descending
node, sun-synchronous, low altitude, short
periodic and “frozen” orbit throughout this time.
In addition, the ground track coverage shall be
nearly uniform in order to maximize data
acquisition from the nadir pointed science
instruments. From Feb 2000 to Jan 2003, a
relay phase shall be established during which
MGS shall be available as a relay satellite fix the
Mars ’98 rover mission.

ABSTRACT
The Mars Global Surveyor ( MGS ) .spxcnM
was successfully launched from Cape Canaveral
by a Delta II 7925 rocket on 11/7/96, 17:00:50
UTC. Injection into the trans-Mars trajecto~
went smoothly with the achieved or
reconstructed injection targeting within 1.3
sigma of the planned targeting.
As of 6/1/97, we are 205 days into the mission.
Two trajectory correction maneuvers ( TCM-1
and TCM-2 ) were successfidly completed on
11/21/96 and 3/20/97. TCM-3, which was to
have occumed on 4/22/97, was cancelled because
of the accuracy of previous targeting. The final
TCM shall occur on 8/25/97 in order to adjust
arrival conditions for the Mars Orbit Insertion (
MOI ) maneuver which shall occur on 9/12/97.
The planned capture orbit is highly elliptical
with a 45 hour orbital perid a 300 km periapsis
altitude and a descending node at 5:43 pm lcxal
mean solar time.

1. NAVIGATION DURING THE
INTERPLANETARY PHASE
Two-way, time-delay and coherent doppler daa
squired at an X-band frequency, ale being
analyzed to navigate the spamraR At various
times throughout the interplanetary phase, the
resultan~ reconsbucted trajectory and the
spxcmft’s predcted motion are being used to
design the TCMS, provide the DSN with angular
direction and frequency predictions to track
MGS, used on-board the spacecA to determine
its location and provided to other flight teams
for planning and analysis. Typical analysis
results, showing doppler and time-delay
residuals (measured minus computed data ), are
given in Figs. 1 and 2. Both are representative d
longer time spans and m indicative of accwate
navigation.

Two-way coherent doppler (range-rate) and timedelay (range ) measurements, at an X-band
fiquency (8.4 GHz), are being acquired by Deep
Space Network (DSN) stations near GoldStone,
California, Madrid Spain and Canbem
Australia. These data are being used to navigate
the spacecmfi. Representative data noise or
precision is 0.85 mHz ( 0.015 mtis in mnge
rate ), over a ten minute count-time, fw the
doppler and 0.4 meters for the nmge data.
After capture, the orbit shall be circularized by
aerobraking (AB) and propulsive maneuvers. AB
is divided into three phases: a) a cautious “walkin” period in which the periapsis altitude is
lowered fbm 300 km to 110 km, b) the main
phase in which most of the orbital circularization
occurs, and c) the walk-out phase during which
the spacecraft steps out of the atmosphere and the
mapping orbit is established by two propulsive
maneuvers.

Figure 1. Representative doppler data residuals
during the interplanetary phase ( 1 Hz = 17.8
mm/s in range-rate ).

With the initiation of the mapping phase on
3/1 5/98, science data acquisition shall be
continuous for one Mars year or 687 earth days.
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perturbation is easily observed in the doppler
data and is being accurately modeled.
The progressive targeting of the spacccrafi due to
propulsive maneuvers from launch to encounter,
is given in a Mars centered, target plane ( Fig. 3
). Shown are planned and achieved targeting fix
three trajectory comection maneuvers. In
addition, the final targeting prior to the MOI
maneuver is indicated. Tables 1 and 2 provide
TCM execution parameters and targeting results
respectively. MOI is being planned as a pitchover maneuver, which will improve the efficiency
of this main-engine bum, with a velocity-change
of 976 tis resulting in a 45 hour capture orbit
p e r i o d . T h e post-MOI spawcdt mass is
estimated at 767.8 kg as compared to an
injection mass of 1061.9 kg. Mass changes are
accounted for throughout the mission and are due
to propulsive maneuvers, AMDs, and thrusting
during the solar panel assessment period and the
recent entry into the safe mode.

Figure 2. Representative range data residuals
during the interplanetary phase ( 10 Range Units
= 1.43 meters in range ).
The major, non-gravitational accelemtions acting
on the spwxm!i are due to solar Wlation
pressure ( SRP ) and specmft self-induced
perturbations due mainly to angular momentum
desaturations ( AMDs ). Deviations thnt a
nominal spamaft attitude influencing the SRP
modeling are due to a) star and earth imaging fir
calibrations of the Mars Orbiter Camera ( MOC
), b) calibrations for the magnetometer involving
_ rotations, c) eight tests performed
during Jan ’97 in order to assess the state of the
minus Y-axis solar array (i. e. it is 20.5 deaway its filly deployed position ) and d) the
recent entry of the qmeaaft into safe mode on
5/7/97. In safe mode, the plus X-axis of the
spacecraft is pointed toward the sun instead of its
nominal earth pointing direction. Recove~ !kan
safk mode was successfully accomplished on
5/25/97. MGS is now back in its nominal
attitude, called array-normal-spin or ANS, with
the plus X-axis earth pointed and rotating with a
100 minute period about this axis.

Figure 3. Spacemft B-plane targeting fw the
TCMS with one sigma uncertainty ellipses. The
plus sign below the TCM-4 target is the present
location of the spacecfi, the curve below that is
the Mars impact zone,

With respect to the AMDs, the spaacmtl has
three mutually orthogonal reaction wheels which
absorb the eftkct of torques, primarily due to
SRP, which otherwise would tend to rotate the
~fi away ftom its nominal attitude.
Whenever an angular momentum threshold is
reache~ the wheels are desaturated by transfer cf
angular momentum back to the spawcmft which
in turn is counter balanced by thrusting. The
degree of unbalance in coupled thrusters firing
during these events is modeled as a nearly
instantaneous velocity-change ( delta-v ) to the
spacecraft’s motion. As of 6/1/97, there have
been approximately 95 AMDs with an avemge
delta-v of 1.2 mtis per event. This level d
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fP”Figure 4. Overview of the MGS spacecratl.
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An overview of the spacecraft is given in Fig. 4.
Shown am two sets of solar arrays, 3.53 m by
1.85 m each, drag flaps, the high gain antema
with a diameter of 1.5 m, the nadir panel on

which most of the science instruments m
mounted, and the equipment and propulsion
modules.

Table 1. MGS Interplanetary Propulsive Maneuvem
Maneuver

Start Time
Planned Total
L!K&CEX Na-y ( @

Maneuver Implementation

TCM-1

11/21/96
16:00:00

27.1

8 thrusters (ullage); 17.1; 20
main engine; 656.4; 43
( pressure regulated)

TCM-2

03/20/97
18:00:00

3.86

8 thrusters (ullage); 29.9; 20
main engine; 617.4; 5.6
( blow-down mode)

TCM-3

04/22/97
00:00:00

0.04

not executed due to previous
targeting accuracy, small delta-v
and orbit determination
uncertainty

TCM-4

08/25/97

0.4

8 thrusters; 28.8; 14
( blow-down mode)
( estimated)

MOI

09/12/97
01:15:13

976.0

8 thrusters (ullage); 28.8; 20
main engine; 6~5.5; 1343.
(pressure regulated )
( estimated)

All maneuvem are planned to acxmnt fm planettuy protection ( there must be less than a one percent
probability that the specmft will be on a Mars-i&pact traj~o~ ) and solar exclusion angle ( the
spacecraft’s plus Z axis must not point within thirty degrees of the Sun) constraints.

Table 2. MGS TCM Target Coordinates ( Planned and Achieved)
Maneuver

T Coordinate
)

R Coordinate
)

Encounter Periapsis
(ET)

Injection

-34,000.
-459,279.

-54,000.
-19,709.

09/12/97, 06:26:09
09/03/97, 04:41:48

TCM- 1

22,626.
26,687.

-38,435.
-38,501.

09/12/97, 02:51:40
09112197,03:47:40

TCM-2

-574.8
-1058.0

-7801.2
-7406.3

09/12/97, 01:26:09
09/12197, 01:26:06

TCM-3

-497.5
not executed

-7414.2

09/12/97, 01:26:09

TCM-4

-448.7

-7255,3

09/12/97, 01:26:09
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For each of these maneuvers, the first line mfm to the planned target coordinates and the second to the
achieved coordinates. These coordinates, usually called B-plane coordinates, are Mars centered and
referenced to the Mars mean equator and IAU vector of date. The B-plane is Mars centered and
pe~ndicular to the spacecmfi’s incoming velocity asymptote.
required to maintain the AB baseline plan. Small
changes to these corridor conditions m also
being planned. Close monitoring of the progress
of AB is required. Small propulsive maneuvers,
to raise or lower the periapsis altitude, shall
provide the control mechanism to remain within
the previously mentioned corridor. These
maneuvers, 28 fix the AB baseline and another
22 fw contingencies, ruw ref~ to as “off-the
shelf’ because they have already been generat~
tested and delivered to the spacecmft team h
implementation.

2. PLANNING FOR AEROBlL4KING (AB)
AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
MAPPING ORBIT
Atler capture into a highly elliptical orbit
(eccentricity of 0.88 and periapsis altitude of 300
km), the overall plan is to nearly circularize the
orbit with aerobraking. In addition, we need to
establish the mapping orbit when the mean sun
has drifted into the 2:00 pm local mean solar
time orientation ( LMST is measured at the
descending node). Thereafter, the orbit preeesses
at the same rate as the apparent motion of the
mean sun around Mars (0.524 de~day) to
maintain this sun synchronous condition. This
sun-synchronous orbit is required fm science
observations. me aerobraking technique is being
used because it achieves approximately 1200 m/s
in velocity change fw circukuization which
would otherwise have to be produced by onboard propellant (Ref. 1).

Table 3 summarizes key AB information and
Figs. 5 and 6 show the expected orbital period
change due to the drag perturbation and dynamic
pressure limits established throughout AB.

During walk-in, the periapsis altitude shall be
lowered cautiously hm 300 km to 110 km,
using a series of five propulsive maneuvers. This
will allow the flight team to estimate
atmospheric densities around periapsis and
comprm them with estimates assumed during
planning. Our primary density planning tool is
the Mars-GRAM, version 3.5 software developed
by Justus (Ref. 2). However, at the AB altitudes,
the atmospheric density is very uncertain. For
our planning, we have assumed a 70 percent
orbit-to-orbit density variation,
Figure 5. Orbital period change per orbit due to
atmospheric drag.

During the main phase of AB, the challenge is to
maintain a balance between enough atmospheric
drag to achieve the nearly circular orbit and a
2:00 pm sun-synchronous condition and protect
the spacecraft fium undue heating, Unacceptable
heating of spacecratl components can occur either
because the spacecraft dipped too f&r into the
atmosphere or an unanticipated increase in
density occumd due to intrinsic density
variation. Thus, a corridor has been defied
based on the dynamic pressure experienced by
the spacecraft. Currently the upper bound is 0.68
N/m**2 which is derived from the allowable
torque the minus Y-axis solar array can tolerate
while in a powered gimbal hold condition. The
lower bound is - 0 . 5 8 N/m**2 which is
determined by the minimum amount of drag
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Throughout AB, navigation is required to
predict the time of periapsis passage to 225
seconds and the radial distance at periapsis to
within 1.5 kilometers. This will insure that the
spacecratl’s planned angle-of-attack is maintained
throughout the drag pass
and atmospheric
density variation due to altitude uncertainties
will be minimized, Two-way coherent doppler
shall be acquired continuously throughout AB.
Thus, navigation will be continually updating
orbital elements and model pammeters,
especially the atmospheric density. This database
plus related information obtained tlom the
engineering and science instruments will allow
density trending, variation and short term
predictions to be made.
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Figure 6. Dynamic pressure corridor and variation throughout aerobraking.
Table 3. Summary of Key Aerobraking Baseliie Information
.

Phasel
%lkhL

E

Mnvr To End
L~

09/19/97

09130/97

01/04/98

01/18/98

Perio&
hrs
Eccentricity

44,8

42,0

2.39

1.88

0.88

0.88

0.19

0.043

LMST,

5:32

5:09

2:09

2:07

Alt~~de,*
km
Latitude,*
deg
Density,*
kglkm**3
Mnvrs ++

150.

105.5

96.7

387,6

31.8

32.6

80.6

32.6

0.246

42.4

32.9

O.44X1O**-5

4

26

12

1

1.8

4.6

184

60.

Delta-v, ++
rds

* At periapsis following a maneuver. ++ Total number of maneuvers and delta-v in that phase. The fimt
in-orbit maneuver, AB-1, occurs at the fourth apoapsis at 9/1 8/97, 14:55 ET. The time interval fhm MOI
(9/12/97) to the start of the mapping phase (3/15/98) is 180 days.

*
3.

MAPPING PHASE AND SCIENCE
OBJECTIVES
4. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Navigation is required to establish and maintain
the mapping orbit specified in Table 4. From
this orbit, the nadir pointed, science instruments
shall continuously acquire data which will allow
the the science objectives (Ref. 3) to be satisfied.
Maintaining the orbit can be achieved by
executing small propulsive maneuvers at
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counteract the effects of atmospheric drag and
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Table 4. Mapping Orbit Specification

3775,1
+0.7 / -1.2
&km
e
0.0072
+/- 0.007
Sun synchronous
Descending
at 2:00 pm
+1- 3.0
node, deg
Arg of Periapsis, -90.
+/- 10.0

deg

—
Inclination, deg 92.87
minimize altitude variation
Frozen orbit

Table 5. MGS Position Accuracy Requirements
During Mapping
Knowledge Prediction Over 14
Position
QRWQnmt~~
Down track
Cross track
Radial

9
5
2

25
9
8
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